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Features and Functions
Utilising the latest SD and HD camera modules, the Aeron can provide 
analogue, HD-IP as well as HD-SDI video outputs. For low and zero light 
conditions IR or White LED illuminators can be built into the unit giving 
enhanced images to provide a greater range of detection.

The Aeron is incredibly versatile with its fl exible mounting options to 
achieve a perfect fi eld of view. Being able to be mounted upright, inverted 
can be applied to almost any given situation and environment. The unit 
has a full 360° continuous rotation with a rotation speed of 180° per 
second. The tilt rotation limit is +90° to -30° upright and when inverted 
this is +30° to -90°. Optical encoders for both the pan and tilt axis provide 
highly accurate positioning and repeatability, allied with self-correction 
systems that will counteract any external interference with the moving 
head.

The fully compliant IP67 (with IP68 option) rating for dust and water 
means the rugged and compact design of the Aeron ensures the unit is 
designed to last and withstand the harshest of environments. The Aeron 
is constructed of a die-cast anodised aluminium casting with stainless 
fi ttings and toughened, scratch resistant optically correct glass. The glass 
can be kept clean and clear at all times with the use of the integrated 
compact silicone wiper blade with the option for a washing system. The 
working ambient temperature ranges from -20°c to +60°c and with the 
option of a heating system, the unit maintains reliable operation down 
to -40°c.

Presets and tours can easily be programmed into the unit’s inbuilt settings. 
Each preset allows you to defi ne the cameras pan and tilt position as 
well as a zoom setting, and up to 128 presets can be set. A position tour 
is a collection of one or more preset positions that the camera will be 
instructed to visit in sequential order. Up to 16 tours can be defi ned and 
each can contain up to 60 preset positions, placed in any order. Four 8 
minute mimic tours can also be set.

Privacy marking can be used to obscure objects from view on screen. Up 
to eight privacy patches can be confi gured into the unit’s inbuilt settings. 
These are used to obscure view from for example, private houses and/or 
land to comply with the data protection act.
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SD Camera Features
Our SD (standard defi nition) cameras off er excellent picture 

quality thanks to the use of state of the art image sensors and 

newly developed image processor. With a high performance 

40x optical zoom lens when combined with the 12x digital 

zoom, this lens can achieve up to a 480x zoom ratio for long 

range surveillance. Thanks to the high performance Sony image 

sensors, we can provide excellent light sensitivity as low as 0.6lx. 

This sensor allows high quality images to be captured in dark 

environments and with a resolution of 670 TV lines superb detail 

can also be captured in scenes and on video.
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Low light sensitivity
Thanks to the high performance Sony image sensors, the lens can 
provide excellent light sensitivity as low as 0.6lx. This sensor allows 
high quality images to be captured in dark environments and with 
a resolution of 670 TV lines, superb detail can also be captured in 
scenes and on video.

Progressive scan feature
This ensures zooming will not distort your image with a fl icker eff ect, 
the original picture quality can be maintained without requiring 
conversion from interlace scan to progressive scan.

Powerful 40x optical zoom lens
This top of the range SD lens fantastic for midrange surveillance 
allowing high-quality picture capture over long distances.

Wide dynamic range feature
In extreme lighting conditions such as high contrast or backlit 
environments, the wide dynamic range feature stills allows you to 
capture clear images.

De-fog function
In low visibility/low contrast environments due to smoke or fog, the 
de-fog function enhances and optimises contrast to allow images 
to be captured more clearly. The camera detects the haze level and 
automatically applies the required eff ects.

Image Stabilisation
Outdoor surveillance and traffi  c monitoring can cause shaky images 
due to low-frequency vibrations. The image stabilisation feature 
minimises the appearance of these shaky images to allow you to 
capture clearer images.

36x
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40x
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HD Camera Features
Our HD (high defi nition) cameras off er extraordinary 
sensitivity with the Exmor CMOS sensor off ering full 
1080p HD video output in Digital/IP or HD-SDI. The Sony 
cameras we use incorporate STARVIS technology for high 
picture quality in visible light and nearinfrared light.
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Capture Full-HD images
In order to capture the clear and crisp 1080/60p images, the camera 

incorporates the high-performance and very sensitive 1 /2.8-type 

Exmor CMOS image sensor. These off er superb images even in low light 

environments, and with progressive scanning ensuring reduced blur for 

smoother pictures to capture the detail in moving images.

De-fog function
In low visibility/low contrast environments due to smoke or fog, the de-fog 

function enhances and optimises contrast to allow images to be captured 

more clearly. The camera detects the haze level and automatically applies the 

required eff ects.

Image Stabilisation
To capture images where wind or mechanical vibration is apotential issue, 

the camera’s in-built electric image stabilisation (EIS) function counters the 

eff ect of shaky or blurred images caused by these low-frequency vibrations.

Wide dynamic range feature
This gives the ability to see clear, detailed images in high contrast or backlit 

environments. This lens an exceptionally wide 130dB dynamic range.

StableZoom
Image stabiliser and optical/digital zoom are combined to enhance picture 

quality while maintaining the original horizontal angle of view. This ensures 

no compromise in image size and reduces blurring.

High light compensation (HLC) technology
This is used in many scenarios for example, the visibility of license plates 

when bright headlights are shot under low-light conditions.The bright parts 

of the image are masked and compensated for automatically to achieve 

better visibility.

Auto ICR
The IR cut fi lter (ICR) ensures clear, high quality colour images. At night or in 

other very low light situations, the IR cut fi lter is automatically removed to 

allow capture of bright, high-contrast black and white images.

HD and SD output modes
There is a choice of video signal output modes available; these are Digital/

IP and HD-SDI. This reduces integration cost and complexity by avoiding the 

need for additional analogue/digital converters.

30x
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Confi guration
Confi guration of the camera takes place on screen using the internal menu. 

There are two versions:

• A quick menu that contains the most commonly used settings

• A comprehensive main menu where all the settings are accessible

This gives access to the main set up menu which is password protected. Here, the 

setup menu contains sub-menus that allow the settings of the camera operating 

parameters, preset positions, tours, telemetry (on-screen display items) and privacy 

zones.

ONVIF conformant
The Aeron and indeed the whole range of Silent Sentinel systems are ONVIF 

compliant to Profi le S specifi cation. This allows seamless integration with other 

ONVIF conformant devices to work on a standard network interface.

Power options
The Aeron unit can be powered with as low as 14v-36v on DC or 14v-26v on AC 

power with a peak of 45W (100W with optional heater). We supply a range of 

diff erent power supplies from 110v-240v, a vehicle PSU working at either 12 or 24v 

and an IP PSU for your HD-IP Aeron. All our PSU’s are in a waterproof enclosure and 

are fused with blown circuit indication.

Backwards compatibility
With the Aeron having backwards compatibility, users can access all the high 

performance features and functions of the camera without investing in an entire 

system upgrade cutting necessary costs.

Finishes
• As standard the Aeron is powder coated, this creates a hard and durable fi nish

that is tougher than conventional paints. We supply two colours, RAL9005

black or RAL9003 white; however we can also supply a custom paint colour upon

request.

• Our special marine coating will provide protection above marine

standard when Aeron is required in extremely harsh conditions. This

protective coating is the same as used on oil rigs and salt protection

of aluminium.

• A stainless steel fi nish can be applied to our range of Aeron cameras with

everything fully housed within a 316L Stainless steel casing. The advantage of

the stainless steel fi nish is that it does not readily corrode as aluminium will over

time. This means that with a stainless steel fi nish, the Aeron is ready for extreme

environments especially in marine environments for salt protection.
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Intelligent Video Processing System (IVPS)
As an optional extra, we are now able to off er the Aeron with Intelligent 
Video Processing. This off ers the user a range of revolutionary new features 

in the PTZ market.

Scene/Object tracking
Being able to track moving objects in a scene has always been an expensive 
option for use on a PTZ camera, however Silent Sentinel is able to off er 
the Aeron with an aff ordable way to track moving objects. Within the IVP 
system we have a manual tracking feature, this allows the user to fi nd an 
object that they wish to track and then selecting that subject. Now the 
camera will continuously track hands free and follow the subject. This is 
the ideal solution for robust tracking of people or moving objects such as      

vehicles even with the ability to track through temporary obstructions.

Video Stabilisation and Roll Correction
Accurate frame to frame detection will dramatically improve your video by 
removing high frequency jitter and noise (almost 30Hz). A clearer image 
makes for much easier and smoother tracking on subjects and easier 
detection. Roll correction provides the ability to correct camera frame to 

frame rotation improving the user experience.

Video Enhancement
With digital zoom, auto focus, de-noising function and a digital contrast 
enhancement, the IVPS can supply users with a range of enhancement 
options to optimise video for the needs of each application.

www.si lentsentinel.com
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Before Enhancement After Enhancement

Detect moving objects
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Aeron Dimensions
Aeron Standard Video Specifcations

Video Camera SD HD

Optical Zoom 28x 40x 30x

Digital Enlargment 12x (336x combined) 12x (480x combined)
12x (360x with optical 

zoom)

Image Sensors 1/4” Super HAD CCD II 1/4” Exview CCD
1/2.8” type Exmor 

CMOS sensor

Resolution 670TVL 670TVL Approx 3.27 million

Signal System PAL PAL
HD: 1080p

SD: NTSC/PAL

Lens (wide to tele)
F=3.5mm to 98.0mm

F1.35 to F3.7

F=30.6mm to 

122.4mm F1.6 to F4.6

F=4.3mm to 

129.0mm, F1.6 to F4.7

Angle of view 55.8° (W) to 2.1° (T) 60° (W) to 1.6° (T) 54.1° (W) to 2.9° (T)

Minimum illumination (50IRE)
0.65lux Colour

0.005 Mono

0.6lux Colour

0.01 Mono

1.7lux, 

0.5 in high sens mode

Video output
VBS: 1.0 Vp-p (sync 

negative)
Composite HD-SDI (IP option)

Illuminators

LED IR White IR/White hybrid

Angle 30° 30° 30°

Range 200m* 200m* 180m*

*Range subject to camera lux sensitivity

Electrical, electronic and software specifi cations

Optical encoder preset accuracy 0.01°

Rotational contacts Heavy duty slip rings for power, data, video, switching for washer

Position control
“Capable of retaining position without drift

Automatic position recovery if forced away by a “non-control” intervention”

Roll around mode Auto 180° pan spin when tilt reaches end of travel while following subjects

Confi guration Via on screen menus

Presets 127 + wash preset (repeatability 0.05°)

Tours 16 preset tours (maximum of 60 positions each), four 8 minute mimic tours

Privacy zones Maximum of eight on-screen simultaneously

Communications Coaxial or RS485 half duplex data comms with absolute positioning output

Supported protocols Pelco-D, Pelco P, CBC OCP485, Forward Vision Mic1 FV300, Philips, Vicon

Power requirements
“At Oculus unit: 14 to 36VDC or 14 to 26VAC, 45W peak (100W with optional heater)

Supplied PSU requires 230VAC. 12VDC support on some models”

Additional details In-built real time clock
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Aeron Fixing Points
Base of the Aeron with Industry Standard 4” PCD mountount

Mechanical 

Specifi cations

Camera Construction Die-cast anodised aluminium with A4 stainless fi ttings Stainless Steel with A4 stainless fi ttings

Turning diameter 340mm / 13.40” Normal - 370mm / 14.57” Off set 220mm / 8.66” Normal - 370mm / 14.57” Inverted

Height 370mm / 14.57” Normal - 340mm / 13.86” Off set

Height with adaptor 500mm / 19.68” Normal - 470mm / 18.50” Off set

Pan rotation limit/speed 360° continuous / 160° per second (exculding ramping)

Tilt rotation limit/speed
+90° to -30° upright (-68° inclined) +30° to -90° inverted

160° per second (excluding ramping)

+90° to -30° upright (-68° inclined) +30° to -90° 

inverted

100° per second (excluding ramping)

Weight (with adaptor) 9.3kg (10.3kg) 20.70lb (22.90lb) 19kg (20kg) 41.88lb (44.1lb)

Mounting profi le Upright or Inverted

Pan/tilt bearings Sealed for life - no maintainence required

Motor drive Long life toothed polypropylene belt drive, Pulleys bonded to keypad shafts for minimum backlash

Environmental rating IP67

Operating temperature 

range
-20°C to +60°C (-40°C to +60°C with optional heater)

(ambient, dry) -4°F to +150°F (-40°F to +150°F with optional heater)

Mounting profi le 4” PCD mount

Connection socket IP67 Neptune multi-way SD, IP67 Marine HD-SDI option and IP67 IP option

TCP-IP Interface

Protocols
IPv4, IPv6, UDP, TCP, HTTP, HTTPS, RTP, IGMP, ICMP, RTSP, FTP, Telnet, ARP, DHCP, SNTP, SNMP (V1), 802.1x, DNS, DNSv6, 

SMTP, UPnP (SSDP), Digest Autentication

Ethernet 10/100 Base-T, auto-sensing, half/full duplex

Connectivity ONVIF Profi le S, Auto-MDIX

Confi guration Via web browser or confi guration manager

Ethernet Connector RJ45
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Accessories - Sold separately
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Tower mount -RC-TMP-B*
4” PCD mounting points manufactured 
in cast aluminium and powdercoat 
fi nished, available in black, white and 
stainless steel.

Swan neck mount - RC-PMG-B*
4” PCD mounting points manufactured 
in cast aluminium and powdercoat 
fi nished, available in black, white and 
stainless steel.

Corner mount - RC-CM-B*
For use with wall mount bracket. 4” PCD 
mounting points manufactured in cast 
aluminium and powdercoat fi nished, 
available in black, white and stainless steel.

Wall mount - RC-WM-B*
4” PCD mounting points manufactured 
in cast aluminium and powdercoat 
fi nished, available in black, white and 
stainless steel.

Pendant pole mount - RC-PPM-B*
4” PCD mounting points manufactured 
in cast aluminium and powdercoat 
fi nished, available in black, white and 
stainless steel.

Pole mount - RC-PMA-B*
For use with wall mount bracket. 4” PCD 
mounting points manufactured in cast 
aluminium and powdercoat fi nished, 
available in black, white and stainless steel.

Basic PSU - SD-PSB1
240v or 110v option.

Vehicle PSU - RC-PSB-D12
240v or 110v option.

Premium PSU - RC-PSB1
240v or 110v option.

IP PSU - RC-PSB1-N
For use with an HD-IP Aeron camera.

Standard Cable - CA-RCM-10
For use with an analogue Aeron camera, 
5m and 10m option Extensions available.

HD-IP Cable - CA-NCM-10
For use with an HD-IP Aeron camera, 5m 
and 10m option Extensions available.

Mounts

*For white or stainless steel, replace ‘B’ with ‘W’ for white or ‘SS’ for stainless steel

To achieve a perfect fi eld of view a range of mounts are available

Power Supplies
To power the Aeron a power supply is needed, we can supply a basic PSU which 
provides just the power or a premium PSU which includes a termination board for all 
functions, including BNC, and LED indicators for fuse protection status.

Power Cable
We supply the Aeron with two diff erent types of cable (standard and IP) in a range of 
diff erent lengths:

• Sun shield - RC4-SPC-B*

• Sun cowl - RC4-SC-B*

• Bird spike - RC4-BD-B*

• Washer nozzle - RC-SWA2

• Replacement wiper - RC-WAA2

• Special marine coating - RC-MAR-B*

• Washer tank 5L, 24VAC - RC-  

   WP5L/24

• Alarm card - RC-ALARM1

• Adaptor cable for mic domes – 2m -

RC-MIC-02

*For white or stainless steel, replace ‘B’ with ‘W’ for white or ‘SS’ for stainless steel

Optional Extras – Sold separately
Several optional extras are available for the Aeron:
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Product codes

UK Offi  ce: 11 Harforde Court, 

John Tate Road, Foxholes 

Business Park,  Hertford, Herts, 

SG13 7NW United Kingdom

For information and sales call now 
+44 (0)1992 558093
email : info@silentsentinel.com

or visit : www.si lentsentinel.com

Part Number
Illuminator Colour

28x 40x 30x HD IP Infra-Red White Light IR/White Hybrid Black White
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RC3-52-PYB28X-RAB   

RC3-52-PYB28X-RAW   

RC3-52-PYK40X-RAB   

RC3-52-PYK40X-RAW   

RC3-52-IYJ30X-RAB   

RC3-52-IYJ30X-RAW   
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RC3-52-IYJ30X-WAB   

RC3-52-IYJ30X-WAW   
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RC3-52-PYB28X-HAW   
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RC3-52-PYK40X-HAW   

RC3-52-IYJ30X-HAB   

RC3-52-IYJ30X-HAW   
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